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a medical public utility

	

We must protect ourselves from being robbed. That means we must control the realities of our existence, and our moments
of being ?defenseless?: as a nation. That means: there is no business in medicine, other than what we allow it to be. WE
HAVE RIGHTS!
Build competition through realistic education/ NOT warehousing, or running the new medical professional through worthless mazes:

to make them bankrupt, and then vulnerable to control. A surgeon only needs to know, what that surgery needs. The rest is

irrelevant; etc/ etc/ etc!

Build competition, and throw anyone who has organized this crime ?controlling the price against society? into prison. IT IS

necessary, that the price of healthcare be directly tied to income, and other realities that are fair/ NOT foolish or tragic. It is

NECESSARY, for government to own drug patents, and control research: thereby the price. By offering rewards, to those who

contribute honestly. It is necessary and wise, to teach all forms of medical intervention, in schools to all students as part of the

standard curriculum: ending much of unnecessary visits to a hospital. It is necessary and wise, to stop drug addiction by providing

simplicity: point out the drug dealer/ and we will provide you his drugs for free: within a controlled room. But you do not get

healthcare, if you refuse to stay out.   It is absolutely necessary, for society to choose: THIS ONE, simply costs us too much: SAME

FOR ALL. No more saying, ?let the children pay?. Pay yourselves!

http://www.drugwatch.com/side-effects/

each year, about 4.5 million Americans visit their doctor's office or the emergency room because of adverse prescription drug side

effects.https://www.ascp.com/articles/when-medicine-hurts-silent-epidemichttp://www.nap.edu/read/12014/chapter/4

http://www.webdc.com/pdfs/deathbymedicine.pdf

the most stunning statistic, however, is that the total number of deaths caused by conventional medicine is an

astounding 783,936 per year. It is now evident that the American medical system is the leading cause of death and

injury in the US. (By contrast, the number of deaths attributable to heart disease in 2001 was 699,697, while the number

of deaths attributable to cancer was 553,251.5)

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1122833/

There's a lot of money to be made from telling healthy people they're sick. Some forms of medicalising ordinary life may now be

better described as disease mongering: widening the boundaries of treatable illness in order to expand markets for those who sell and

deliver treatments.1,2 Pharmaceutical companies are actively involved in sponsoring the definition of diseases and promoting them

to both prescribers and consumers. The social construction of illness is being replaced by the corporate construction of disease.

http://www.cdc.gov/MedicationSafety/basics.html

82% of American adults take at least one medication and 29% take five or more [1];

http://www.npdb.hrsa.gov/resources/npdbstats/npdbStatistics.jsp
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It is asked, to elaborate on medical issues that affect us all. Even though the basic element of that examination is already posted on 

www.criticaleconomics.info ?Close to the top?.

 Nonetheless, reality knows and proves what is medical intervention can or does invade our lives, with or without our consent, work,

or reason. Which does leave everyone open, to unjustified expenses/ or the lack of fair play. The courtroom in America is plagued

with corruption/ and as a consequence irrelevant as a tool for truth or intervention in most cases. As proven by me, in case after case.

 The critical question is then what can ?we the people do?, to protect and defend ourselves, and our world of family, friend, or other?

The answer does return to law. We are the law, in a democracy! That is a VERY powerful statement generated by understanding,

and identified by the elemental state of democracy at its core: which is to rule ourselves by the law we create. In the past, to vote for

someone to vote for me/ WAS the only solution available, because of the realities involved. That is no longer the case, because we

can communicate, we can educate at least minimally, and we can vote: on the laws that control our lives/ instead of voting for

someone else to create these laws for us. Therefrom becoming our rulers, instead of employees.

 The lesson of democracy and reality itself is: whosoever makes the laws, rules the nation, and all its people. The critical truth about

law, and the governing of a nation or world is: WE ONLY NEED A FEW LAWS, to get the job done. Which does mean we can

create these for ourselves, and let all lesser issues work themselves out in public court. We can control these courts by ruling over

the judge/ and removing any judge/ whosoever: does not abide in our constitutional demands, for justice, fair play, and equality of

rights, freedoms, etc. Once the laws are firmly established: they need not be changed, or if changed as is constant with constitutional

updates, by strict controls.

 These are the functional foundations, which apply to medical issues and all other constructions of public participation in

government. 

 Adding again, in America: our government is the constitution itself! Because that is the agreed upon instrument of rights and

realities; demands upon our employees: of the people, in their intent to create and unite this nation as one people. The constitution is

what we demand, as the foundation of law and rights. The judiciary/ congress/ presidency/ lawyers/ etc, HAVE removed the

constitution, and justice; from the courtroom. As does each and every legal case presented by James Frank Osterbur does prove. A

reality that attaches itself, to one constitutional legal right of ?redress for the people?. Which simply means: to take our employees to

court, and assess or judge their work and their decisions, according to constitutional decree/ and the oath required of them prior to

getting that job. Or more simply yet: WE, ARE THE OWNERS HERE! It is a rebellion for any employee to believe, ?that they are

the government?. It is treason to evict constitutional law from a courtroom: with refusal to recognize this exists, ?not a word in

response to constitutional mandate?. Using rules to hide or destroy constitutional precepts and purposes, ?is anarchy? by the

judiciary, and others. It is traitorous, to hide/ lie/ steal/ cheat/ etc; & using propaganda media to entertain, while calling it ?the free

press?. The press for this entire nation: sold to the control of a tiny few/ monopolized by power/ and used to rob us of democratic

control.

 Even so, in terms of medical monopolies already proven to exist/ our decision as a nation must then be: that NO private medical

business shall be allowed to operate. That work shall be returned to a ?public utility state of existence?: whereby restrictions are

placed, and realities of work and competency shall be adhered too. As well as patient payments based upon income realities. My

health is just as valid and just as necessary; as any ?billionaire?: which means if ten percent of income or property (based upon

reality) is required of me/ then ten percent is required of them, for the same basic or real service. With no exceptions, unless in

poverty; wherein some type of realistic community service work is required. That further requires: a medical education for the

purpose of public work (fixing us)/ shall be changed from a monetary debt, to ?time served among us, as a medical professional;

who did pay?. It is a working relationship, while in school.  A reality of schooling that must be changed from "pathetic"/ to USEFUL

INFORMATION that can be remembered, & will be used.

 While it is true and certain: NONE should die of little things. It is equally true and certain: that no extreme measures should be

taken for any single one. Regardless of who it is/ or at least with severe restrictions (we pay, its our choice), on any exception to be

made. We all must die/ and will: what is important is, ?LIFE FOR THIS PLANET, comes first?. Regardless of you or me. Decisions
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must be made.
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